
SKODA

Ireland

has

announced

the

appointment

of Robert

Staunton as it

new Head of

Aftersales.

Robert

has previously

worked in

various

Warranty and

Service

management roles within the VW Group

and says he is delighted to be taking on

his new role at such an exciting time for

the development of the ŠKODA brand in

Ireland. He commented, “The growth of

ŠKODA in Ireland over recent years has

been hugely impressive. It has moved from

being a niche player to one of the top 5

vehicle manufacturers in the country and

the contribution that the ŠKODA Dealer

Network has played in this rise should not

be under estimated.” He adds, “ŠKODA

Aftersales will have a crucial role to play in

the development of the brand moving

forward and will be key to maintaining

and enhancing high levels of customer

satisfaction with ŠKODA owners.”

Robert will now head up an

experienced team that will oversee the

further development of the ŠKODA

Aftersales Dealer Network across the

country. He says, “We have a strong

ŠKODA Aftersales Dealer network with

highly trained dealer staff, who are

prepared to go above and beyond when it

comes to customer service. This is

something that is well reflected by the

strong showing of Irish ŠKODA Dealer staff

in international competitions.” He adds,

“We will be building on this strength as

well introducing new initiatives in areas

such as digital aftersales and vehicle health

checks. We also intend to continue our

ŠKODA trainee programme, which has

been so successful at attracting new blood

into the industry.”

Ring has announced the introduction of a

new addition to its innovative range of

MAGflex inspection lamps. The Ring MAGflex

range uses the latest LED technology,

combined with additional functions, to

provide the best lamps for mechanics and

technicians.

The MAGflex Utility Lamp features high

and low settings, to provide 1,000 or 400

lumens of bright white light and is durable,

rechargeable and cordless. With 180° ratcheting and

strong magnetic base, it is also ideal for handsfree

use, while the 360° twist function directs light exactly

where required and dual hanging hooks make it even

more versatile.

Ring aims to provide ‘a light for every job’ and

the new LED lamp joins a line-up of products which

includes MAGflex Slim; MAGflex Pivot; MAGflex

Twist; MAGflex Under Bonnet and the MAGflex.

Ring Marketing Manager, Henry Bisson,

comments, “Ring has an established reputation for

delivering the best quality LED inspection lamps for

garages and workshops in Ireland and throughout

Europe. With the launch of the new MAGflex Utility

lamp, we are demonstrating our commitment to

remain at the forefront of LED technology, delivering

innovative and market leading products.”

Ring inspection lamp range illuminates
every job
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Question: We are having difficulty finding the

cause of a rattling noise from the rear of the engine

bay on a 2013 Mercedes-Benz A-Class 1.5 Diesel

when the engine is idling. The rattling noise can be

heard when idling or on light throttle but we cannot

find the location of the fault. Have you come across

this rattling noise before?

Answer: We have come across the rattling

noise you have described and it affects several

Mercedes-Benz models with 607.951 engine code

up to 10/2015. The cause of the rattling noise is the

turbocharger (TC) outlet pipe retaining clip

becoming insecure. Fit a new turbocharger (TC)

outlet pipe retaining clip available from Mercedes-

Benz parts department Fig.1.1. Start engine and

confirm rattling

noise has been

rectified.

Mercedes-Benz A-Class: Rattling noise
from engine bay when engine idling

Car maker Porsche and aircraft manufacturer

Boeing, have announced that they have signed

a Memorandum of Understanding, to explore what

they describe as “the premium urban air mobility

market.”

Under the new partnership, the two

companies will create a team that will work on

addressing various aspects of urban air mobility,

analyse the market potential for premium vehicles

and explore how they may be used. Aurora Flight

Sciences, a Boeing subsidiary and Porsche

Engineering Services and Studio F.A. Porsche, will

also work together to build and test a prototype of

a fully electric vertical take-off and landing vehicle.

The electric power source is key to dispelling

environmental concerns that are now a serious

influencing factor in air travel development.

However, while the technology may be

possible there will remain serious question marks

over safety and in-air regulation. 

Porsche & Boeing to work on flying car concept
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